POUi: con-texts
Welcome to POUi: con-texts
POUi: con-texts is a new way for the POUi
family to stay in touch with each other.

If you're a POUi contributor and have a text of
any kind you'd like to share, just drop Claudette a
line and she'll spread the word.
Best wishes,

Rob Leyshon
Nicola Hunte
Debra Providence
Editors, POUi: Cave Hill Journal of Creative
Writing
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POUi REVIEW – NO. 5, DECEMBER 2003
by
AL CREIGHTON
Poui is the name of
the Cave Hill
Literary Annual, a
journal of creative
writing published
by the Department
of Language,
Linguistics and
Literature at UWI's
Cave Hill Campus in
Barbados. The
names on its
editorial board
alone are enough
to recommend it
because of their
own reputations,
not only as writers,
scholars and
linguists, but
because as critics
of literary work

they are hard to
please, thorough
and dedicated to
excellence. Jane
Bryce writes fiction
and has been a
member of the Jury
for the Guyana
Prize. Hazel
SimmonsMcDonald writes
poetry and is an
anthologist of
poetry and prose.
Mark McWatt is a
winner of the
Guyana Prize for
Poetry and is soon
to publish his first
book of short
stories. However, a
reading of Poui

establishes more
than the fact that
you can trust the
judgement of the
editors; it reveals
why this journal
has been
developing its
own reputation
and gathering
readership. The
editors ascribe
that to "a loyal
following
amongst writers
both within the
region and
outside," but it is
also because of
the refreshing
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new talent that it
introduces in each
issue and the fact
that you can look
forward to Poui
for the latest work
from some already
known writers.
This annual
collection has the
distinct advantage
of being able to
draw on two
significant sources
for the new
writers. Bryce and
McWatt conduct
two academic
courses in
Creative Writing,
Poetry and Fiction,
at Cave Hill.
Students do

them for credit as
part of their degree,
but they are virtual
practical workshops,
which manage to
produce a few
undergraduates who
are really serious
writers. In addition,
since 1998, Cave Hill
has been running a
Creative Writers
Summer Workshop
led by some of the
best-known
Caribbean authors.
Its wide crosssection of students
produce works
which have found
themselves in the
pages of Poui.

The literary annual
takes its name from
a tree well known in
parts of the
Caribbean for its
extravagant
flamboyance during
its season when it
becomes a spectacle
of colour. It is also
influenced by the
poem Poui by
Jamaican poet Lorna
Goodison. In this
verse the tree is so
effectively described
that it leaves you
convinced that
nowhere will anyone
find a more
appropriate name
for the journal than
Poui.
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Never mind its sexual
imagery, the "HIM" in
the poem is the sun
and what it describes
is the fact that it is
only in mid-summer
that the tree explodes
into "rose-gold" colour
and the ground around
its feet remains
covered for weeks by
the flowers that fall
from its branches. The
literary journal is
published once a year
and exhibits the annual
blooming of talent
reflected in its pages.

It is a tree, and therefore
symbolic of growing
things, appropriately
relevant to the creativity
and the development of
West Indian literature
that it nurtures.
The poui is also known
for its wood, which used
to be standard material
for kalinda (stick fighting)
combat.
A favourite weapon of
the stick fighters was the
poui, the stick or 'wood,'
carrying its own sexual
imagery.

But the image that the
journal may draw from
it is that of power or
vitality as well as its
magical properties. The
poui stick was often
treated by the
obeahman to give it
that spiritual quality.
As it happens, this
heritage may be found
in some of the
interesting selections in
The Cave Hill Literary
Annual, Number 5 of
December, 2003. Three
poems by Katia Ulysse
draw strength from
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the spiritual traditions of Haiti in which they seem to be set.
Who Will Feed the Spirits is a particularly clever play on the
poet's move from Haiti to the USA, from a traditional to an
electronic computer culture. In her new home the poet
interrogates the tension between her neglected duty to feed the
spirits and her possession by a rival technological power.
Unfortunately, it ends weakly.
The best of Ulysse in these pages is The Mistress To Her
Restavek, a dramatically effective monologue based on "the
phenomenon of forced domestic labour by children in Haiti,
which prevents them from going to school." This is in all respects
a good poem with an ironic interplay running through the
mistress' argument for keeping the girl out of school and the
striking usage of the language and metaphor of learning and of
tradition.
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Also among the most interesting pieces in this volume is Crossing
Water 2: Luis in which Jane Bryce demonstrates that she is
master of the art that she teaches. Her prose writing in this piece
contains as much of the scrupulous and wire-bright descriptive
detail as Crossing Water, but it does more and goes somewhere.
Yet these two very separate parts seem meant to go together.
Bryce carves out dramatic detail with a very sharp instrument.
She draws on her close familiarity with the West African Yoruba
townscape with its mixture of dust-covered squalor and sacred
places in Nigeria, crossing over to the cloning of that same
setting in the New World.
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Debra Providence, a graduate of the creative writing degree courses, is
among Bryce and McWatt's very best students.
This may be confirmed by the quality of her two selections, one poem and
one prose piece. Although they do not represent the best of her work,
Firefly and, especially, The Corridor, show her intention to venture close to
the frontiers of fiction writing. Another student from the College of the
Bahamas, Cecilee Hilton, has similar ambitions backed up by the ability to
explore them in poetry. Unlike those new writers, Nan Peacock's fiction
remains well within the conventional narrative. Hatpin is third person
limited consciousness in carefully crafted prose with both subtle and vivid
character portrayal.
These various selections illustrate the range that is to be found in Poui and
provides supporting evidence for the editors' claim that the writers are
"ready to experiment and to take risks."
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They represent "a wide range of themes and styles, registers
and voices" from "a diverse lot" of writers "representing
perspectives from Puerto Rico, Barbados, Bahamas, St
Vincent, Nigeria, the USA, Bermuda and Haiti, and sometimes
more than one of these at a time." Poui Number 5 carries
this tradition forward and has been growing not only in
readership, but in importance as an outlet for writers. This
importance increases as the numbers of similar outlets in the
Caribbean diminish. This volume, though, may be valued just
for the delight provided by its collection of poems and short
fiction.
Arts On Sunday by al creighton - Stabroek News , March 21, 2004
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POUi REVIEW

POUi is the Cave Hill Journal of Creative Writing. It’s described as a
leading journal for new writing from around the region and beyond,
and the new issue (Number 18) has a truly global kaleidoscope of
writers. And yes, the name IS a mixture of upper and lower case
Letters!
It has only one agenda – “to be a vehicle of new and exciting
writing”. As it says up front, “it doesn’t care about your age,
race, class, sex religion or where you shop. POUi only cares
that what’s in its pages makes the hair standup on the back of
your neck – the infallible test of good writing!” And the
editors assure me that they review, assess and accept or reject
all submissions “blind” – so Jaden Jones on the block gets no
less or no more preference than a Derek Walcott; it’s the
talent that counts!
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Sir Henry Fraser
POUi Review

Contributors come from Afghanistan, Alaska, Antigua, Bahamas,
Barbados, Belize, Bermuda, Britain, Canada, China, Ghana, Guyana,
Haiti, India, Jamaica, Nigeria, Puerto Rico, South Africa, St. Lucia,
St. Vincent, Tanzania, Trinidad and Tobago, Turks and Caicos, United
Kingdom, the United States and Zimbabwe. So while the long
standing and now resuscitated Caribbean Queen of literary
arts, Bim, attracts writers from other places too, POUi has
really gone generously global.
POUi is the creation of the Faculty of Arts and Humanities,
born in 1999. Its midwife was Professor Hazel SimmonsMcDonald, then Dean of the Faculty; herself a professor of
linguistics but also an inspired writer and poet. The current
editors are Rob Leyshon (Senior Lecturer in Drama and Cave
Hill’s Public Orator) and Nicola Hunte, Lecturer in Literature,
and the consultant editors are Kamau Brathwaite, Jane Bryce,
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Hazel Simmons McDonald, Mark McWatt, Philip Nanton and Mark
Jason Welch.
In their foreword the editors explained that for this issue they
wanted a structure which would showcase the diversity and
ingenuity of the works and at the same time celebrate the
90th birthday of our living literary giant George Lamming.
They did this by using some of the titles of his works for this
issue’s section headings, as thematic threads for the poems
and stories.
With the famous Trini-Guyanese-Caribbean writer Ian
McDonald as featured writer, his poems form the centrepiece of the whole body of work. The editors use a brilliant
metaphor for the result: George Lamming is the backbone,
Ian McDonald is the heart and the diverse cadre of exciting
and very different writers make up the body of POUi.” And
Ian McDonald’s article on the literary giants of Guyana was a
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command performance. He calls them the Master-Spirits of Guyana
– Martin Carter, Aubrey Williams, Wilson Harris, Denis Williams and
Philip Moore.
For my part, I found the short stories to be of higher quality, more
interesting, and they held my attention very much than much of the
poetry. Plots were interesting, rich and varied, and dialogue
in most stories was well done and convincingly realistic.
I thought the poetry was a bit uneven. Many poets are still
caught up in teenage angst. Oh for a few more light-hearted
poets like Hilaire Bellco and Frank Collymore with his comic,
exotic Collybeasts. But I was amused by one poem “Jackson
Pollock” by Bahamian Obediah Smith and impressed by
Bermudan Nancy Anne Miller’s evocative and emotional
“Swimming Lessons”, with elegant turns of phrase, such as
“beaches with their frilly bathing skirts”.
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I confess my preference for poetry with some structure. Derek Walcott
and Mervyn Morris, two of my favourite poets, are not rigid in their
approach, but they have the skill to break the rules and be as inventive
as they like. And few poets or would-be poets have the brilliance of
Kamau Brathwaite, to create mood and music with the
syncopation of his words so that his blank verse takes on a
lively, unique, dramatic form. In this collection the poem that
stands out almost way above everything else is the very final
selection, “What we Want of Love”, by Ian McDonald. It’s a
poem that evokes all the stages of life-long love, from
desperate passion of youth to the desperate passion of love in
the sight of and the fear of death. There is a galloping pace to
the poem as it races towards its emotional climax, but I’ve
taken the liberty of superimposing a tiny bit of punctuation as
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if I was reading it aloud. It’s placed most perfectly and poignantly at
the end of the collection:
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So much we desire of love so much –
That it be perfect that it be absolute
That it take us across astonishing gulfs of danger
and harm and hurt and fear –
That it heal all wounds inflected by the world.
When we are young that it be passionate
Set fire to the skies of day and night
That as it rows it should continually reward us
That it should strengthen us greatly
That it should be honey on the bread of life
A gleam of beauty always present
That it should bear rich fruit.
Only when the last comes as it must
All we want of love is narrowed down
Whom we love not be glamorous or strong
Or brave or exciting or providing everything.
What mattered once does not matter now
Do not leave me leave me to the black night coming
Be with me with me one day one hour
One more day one hour more be with me
One more hour one last hour forever …
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About Henry Fraser

Professor Sir Henry Fraser is Past Dean of Medical Sciences, UWI and Professor
Emeritus of Medicine and Clinical Website: profhenryfraser.com

Extracted from The Barbados Advocate, Wednesday, May 16, 2018 pg11
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TO BE CONTINUED …

